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									Our integrated Quality, OHS & Environment Management System meets ISO requirements and is now third party certified to the relevant standards.
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									Master Hire specialises in providing hire solutions for the construction, industrial, mining and professional trades, as well as the DIY market.
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Master Hire has an extensive range of hire equipment solutions for your construction, industrial, mining, infrastructure, commercial trade and residential DIY projects. With over 30 years experience, Master Hire aims to provide you with affordable and effective solutions to your requirements through an extensive range of state of the art rental equipment. Innovation, personal service and quality equipment have made Master Hire a market leader in the equipment hire industry.
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8×5 Box Trailers
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Chainsaws – 20in
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Cherry Pickers – 12m
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Mini Loaders – Wheeled
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Patio Heaters – Large
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Portable Toilets – Double Trailer
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Vertical Log Splitters
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Wood Chippers – Large 9inch
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Rechargeable Battery Work Lights – 30W



	

[image: Trailer Mounted Hot Water Pressure Cleaners]

Trailer Mounted Pressure Cleaners – Hot Water
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Pressure Cleaners – 2200psi Dual Function
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Aluminium Folding Scaffold Towers
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1t Micro Excavators
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Electric Tile Saws – 10″
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NEWS & ARTICLES

	
7 Tips: How to Dig a Shed Slab Yourself



This article covers a number of things to consider before you dig a shed slab, concrete path or any concrete slab. Depending on whether you want your concrete slab to sit above the ground or level with the ground, you could get away with simply boxing above ground level. However, if you plan on having… 



	
Bathroom Renovation Made Easy: Learn How to Remove Tiles with Confidence



Tile removal is a task that requires a significant amount of physical labour and can be a time-consuming process. It’s important to budget and plan for the task accordingly, taking into consideration the size of the area to be covered, the type of tile to be removed and the tools and equipment required to do… 



	
How Many Event Toilets for a Successful Function? (for 100+ People)



Master Hire has a large collection of portable toilets suitable for your functions, construction sites and even private events. Before you host your event you need to decide on the type of amenities you require, you need to work out how many portable toilets is enough? What type of toilets are best suited for your… 
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[image: A Lovejoyinfinity]
A Lovejoyinfinity1712544704

Great team! We hire regularly and have never had any issues. The team brought out a replacement excavator at first mention of a mechanic issue during the public holiday weekend, we are an hour and a half away from the store!Thanks people!



[image: Jannah Locke]
Jannah Locke1712191212

Helpful and friendly.



[image: Adam Garvin]
Adam Garvin1712004529

Hired two lighting towers for a local sporting event. Good rates for the weekend and the lights were fantastic. They looked quite new, were reasonably quiet and worked perfectly for what we needed.The Masterhire team were very helpful and friendly from the booking process, to pick up and on return.Will certainly be looking at Masterhire for the event next year.



[image: brian roberts]
brian roberts1711686674

Excellent service by Craig and his team , nothing was an issue.Hourly rate very good paid daily rate picked up Sat am returned Monday am no extra charge.



[image: Urunga Riverside Market]
Urunga Riverside Market1711659354

Friendly efficient and professional



[image: Steve Martin]
Steve Martin1711624053

Jack hammer I hired was recommended to me  by the knowledgeable staff member . Was perfect for the job . Don't often hire tools but when I do I use Master hire . Right price and the equipment works . easy drive thru pick up .



[image: Jemara Maluenda]
Jemara Maluenda1711606767

Masterhire have a great team! Communication was excellent, they explained the different hire rates and times and were very accommodating towards our needs. Equipment was in excellent condition. Would definitely recommend and use masterhire again in the future.



[image: Trevor Gribble]
Trevor Gribble1711589186

Hired a cherry picker. Easy pickup. Good working equipment. Thanks.
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Jennifer Byrne1711587355





[image: Terry X]
Terry X1711585139

Quick, easy.Friendly staff, good pricing.
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Madison Taylor1711433668





[image: warren marr]
warren marr1711416702

The employees of this depot are very helpful and friendly a pleasure to do business with I would recommend them to my family and friends and anyone else.If I need to hire anything else I wouldn't hesitate to contact them.



[image: Shelley Mose]
Shelley Mose1711326801

Friendly and helpful staff.Easy to collect.
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Kerry Pryce1711157938
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Paul Elks1711079542
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Fred Billson1711075151





[image: Wayne Hartley]
Wayne Hartley1710829992

Very friendly and helpful staff. I highly recommend them and will use them again next time I need to hire something.



[image: Gavin Steel]
Gavin Steel1710722140

Great service



[image: jim casey]
jim casey1710377811

Hired a small trench digger. Price well below Kennards. Operating instructions provided by the staff was excellent. Highly recommend.



[image: Eddita Rowling]
Eddita Rowling1710377421

Would use these guys again and again. I hired a horse float from them and they were genuinely caring and supportive throughout every step. It’s so easy and affordable to hire from these guy.



[image: Clinton Brisk]
Clinton Brisk1710290204

Friendly service and instruction on machinery use. Excellent equipment with all safety futures explained. Highly recommend Master hire Toowoomba North
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Jay Nixon1710288014





[image: Peter Holl]
Peter Holl1710204513

excellent customer experience



[image: Julian Hinton]
Julian Hinton1709772812

Good price, no hassle pu and deliver to them.
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Jim Basedow1709685877





[image: Stephen Logan]
Stephen Logan1709172360

Dealing with master hire was the way life should painless the boys at morayfield made it so easy and everything was ready to load and goHighly recommend master hire morayfield and the equipment was second to none
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Steve Muscat1709172039





[image: Steve McDonald]
Steve McDonald1708893865

Absolute legends.



[image: Darren Whelan]
Darren Whelan1708546267

Could not be happier with my experience with Master Hire. Equipment and service excellence, staff very friendly and helpful.



[image: Bradley Crosby]
Bradley Crosby1708492480

Great service and good equipment. A good experience.



[image: Julie Saville]
Julie Saville1708393694

Excellent service quick don’t need to leave extra money for deposit definitely recommend rather than the large companies who want you to fill in a form with your credit card - no way!  I’ve already been scammed with that



[image: Robbie Gray]
Robbie Gray1708223502

Excellent service from the team at Morayfield. Very courteous and professional. I would thoroughly recommend them for equipment hire in this area.



[image: Lisa Ritchie Griffiths]
Lisa Ritchie Griffiths1707957728

Great equipment, great service. Highly recommend



[image: Heath Murphy]
Heath Murphy1707698476

Great help getting the equipment needed to get the job done



[image: robin Farr]
robin Farr1707697989

Excellent choice of equipment, really helpful & friendly staff , will definitely use these guys again



[image: James Farrell]
James Farrell1707522497

Always easy to deal with, staff have been great and follow up after hires too.
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Barry Casey1707440233





[image: Tony Steinborn]
Tony Steinborn1707353248





[image: daniel carey]
daniel carey1707259103

The Teams at Warana and at the Rocklea depots were great to deal with and helpful, value was good on comparison with other providers and the good service



[image: Russel Catton]
Russel Catton1707179865

Hirer produces we received to do our job in good condition & price , staff helpful & friendly . Recommend if needed.



[image: Janine Smith]
Janine Smith1707012836

Was super impressed with the service I received from the Master Hire team. They managed to source the equipment I needed from another site so effortlessly and had it delivered and ready for pick up the same day. The boys were so kind and friendly on pick up. Highly recommend Master Hire - Morayfield, they were fantastic!



[image: Kevin Venning]
Kevin Venning1706999701

I could not be more happier with the service that I received from all the staff. From the two fellas in the office to the two in the yard, thanks  again boys well done, the equipment I hired was explained to me extremely well and was in great condition . I would definitely recommend and use your company again.CheersKevin 😎



[image: Craig Smith]
Craig Smith1706926929

It's never a drama to deal with these guys. Helpful and always friendly and courteous. After dealing with idiots all week it was a pleasure to walk in and actually get some advice and hire the right bit of gear for the job. Their equipment is always in good nick and kept serviced as well. Good job all round.



[image: steven arthur]
steven arthur1706775864

Great service great products very impressed



[image: Scott Murphy]
Scott Murphy1706490912

Master Hire at Toowoomba Hire were FANTASTIC and would use again in a heart beat!
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Chris Ricca1706489066





[image: Irene Mckechnie]
Irene Mckechnie1706154486

Great company and will go the extra mile when you need equipment fast.  Great team!



[image: Gemma Thermomix Consultant]
Gemma Thermomix Consultant1706144300

Great service, helpful staff, well priced10/19



[image: Micheal Donnelly]
Micheal Donnelly1706143975

Excellent service and assistance loading and unloading on pick up and drop off.All done for us.



[image: m.s. kenny]
m.s. kenny1706142989

Master Hire had the right tool, good advice and was open Saturday morning.  The guys were friendly and extremely helpful, especially as I couldn't return with 24 hours (closed Sunday).  The cost was on par with its competitors.  Even though it was a little further travel, I shall return for my next big job.



[image: Dion Watty]
Dion Watty1706133149

Good service



[image: Kirk Nicholson]
Kirk Nicholson1706123593

Grabbed a Hedger here for a weeks hire. Helpful staff, smooth easy hire process. Just about everything you can imagine to hire,.so don't do things the slow hard way just hire what you need!



[image: Janis Thomas]
Janis Thomas1706044895

Very helpful, all the staff I dealt with were polite & understanding, excellent team, ordering & delivery, will definitely use again



[image: Teegs k]
Teegs k1706001561

Easy transaction friendly staff overall great experience



[image: David Butler]
David Butler1705730766

Last Saturday I rang Coffs Harbour Master Hire to see if they had a small motorised post hole digger. The gentleman on the desk indicated they had a single man 200mm unit, and he would leave it at the front counter.On arriving at the yard I was shown a very clean unit, and was given a thorough overview on digger, showing starting and safety features.The gentleman was courteous ,informative and instilled confidence in me as I had not used one of these before.My Wife was also impressed with the ease of dropping off the unit on Monday morning…just drive through.Thank you Master Hire for your customer service.I would definitely use your company again.David



[image: Tracey Humphreys]
Tracey Humphreys1705619545

From my first call for a quote through to the collection and return of our hire the staff both on the phone, and on the floor were professjonal, friendly and a pleasure to deal with.



[image: Ryan Clerihew]
Ryan Clerihew1705560283

Very knowledgeable staff that provided me with fantastic service. The pricing was very good. Can highly recommend Master Hire North Toowoomba.



[image: CXDY_CXXPER]
CXDY_CXXPER1705549239

great price, easy booking



[image: Damian Hughes]
Damian Hughes1705474705

Great service at the right price



[image: dave mudge]
dave mudge1705377404

Easy to book online or by phone, good rates, equipment top condition, easy pick  up and return, definitely be back again 👍



[image: Rowan Kingwill]
Rowan Kingwill1705280537

Great customer service and affordability



[image: Mathew Ruwhiu]
Mathew Ruwhiu1705035910

I had an exceptional experience with Master Hire during my recent chainsaw rental. The staff's friendliness and professionalism stood out, making the entire process seamless. They provided excellent guidance on choosing the right equipment, ensuring a smooth operation. The 20-inch chainsaw I rented exceeded expectations, demonstrating top-notch performance. Master Hire's commitment to customer satisfaction and the quality of their equipment makes them my go-to for all future rental needs. Highly recommend their services!



[image: James Comino]
James Comino1704845683

Staff very helpful and equipment in very good condition.



[image: Eddie Mitford-burgess]
Eddie Mitford-burgess1704843793

Great price and helpful staff would recommend.



[image: Gergely Mikulányi]
Gergely Mikulányi1704843395

Helpful and flexible team at a very challenging time. Highly recommend Master Hire 👌🏻



[image: Ouida Ratapu]
Ouida Ratapu1704691944

Great flexible service from friendly helpful staff. I got rained off on the day and they credited me for the hire at another day.



[image: Ted Curtis]
Ted Curtis1704618659

Walked in the door meet with a friendly customer service team. Great service. Suggested the product I required & it worked perfectly



[image: Joshua Tullberg]
Joshua Tullberg1704605518

Helpful staff. Well maintained equipment.



[image: joe robberts]
joe robberts1704272224

Great to deal with, they go out of their way to helpHighly recommendNorthside turf



[image: Paul Baker]
Paul Baker1704249990

Very helpful staff



[image: Wesley Healy]
Wesley Healy1703213794

Great service, and a bloody great team,



[image: Nathan Stevenson Wong]
Nathan Stevenson Wong1703146033

Great service and great equipment.
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Julie Beatty1703117877
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Scott Adams1703063039





[image: Julius Haralampou]
Julius Haralampou1702948726

Exceptionally easy to hire from. Great customer service.



[image: MrJbrazier]
MrJbrazier1702880561

Great customer service



[image: Hans Gruenfeld]
Hans Gruenfeld1702857080





[image: Phil Pond]
Phil Pond1702856910

Have utilised Master Hire's equipment on a number of occasions. Staff are very obliging and easy to deal with. Always happy to give guidance on products.



[image: Muzza P]
Muzza P1702605076

They have equipment that other hire shops don't



[image: Phil Brown]
Phil Brown1702601997

Supplied and picked up machine at stated timesMachine in good working conditionAnyone who does anything on time these days is worth 5 stars.Will use again



[image: Wayne Gooda]
Wayne Gooda1702600546

Good service, good advice. Post hole digger did in 1hour what would have taken me 1 week to do



[image: arthur riley]
arthur riley1702525640





[image: Darren Hindes]
Darren Hindes1702518883

Servis was excellent friendly helpful staff



[image: John R]
John R1702353658

Good service, will use again



[image: Robert John Clements]
Robert John Clements1702338405

Service was great



[image: anthony hurle]
anthony hurle1702338084

These guys are the go 2 for everything you need.For over 15 years the wilsonton community carols has hired everything required to make our event successful.From hire to delivery and pickup nothing is to much trouble.Thank you masterhire for helping us speak the joy of Christmas to our community at prices that are affordable.Tonys community Ltd



[image: Julie Stevens]
Julie Stevens1702003827

Excellent service, nothing too much trouble, very friendly staff,  Equipment in top condition, cheaper rates than Kingaroy even worth traveling to Dalby from Kingaroy (107kms) to pick up and return the equipment.  Would highly recommend.



[image: Neil]
Neil1701930751

Excellent service, the guys were very helpful in letting me know what was available and what would suit my needs best. All in all an easy and pleasurable experience. Would fully recommend Master Hire at Molendinar, Gold Coast.



[image: Diego Torre]
Diego Torre1701905638

Needed to hire some equipment that wasn’t in stock at this site. Was told to leave it with them and an hour later, they had sourced it from another supplier and everything was delivered the following day. Sensational service!



[image: Beth Lagos]
Beth Lagos1701810996

Awesome team at Masters Morayfield, knowledgeable on their equipment & great service. Went out of their way to assist me & made me feel comfortable with using the equipment. Well priced & even allowed the machine to be picked up on Friday afternoon for the weekend. Extremely impressed with their professional advice & service. You guys rock! Big thank you to Tim, Tom, Michael & Craig



[image: Peter Wraight]
Peter Wraight1701746261





[image: ross waugh]
ross waugh1701419003

Friendly efficient service and top quality equipment. I highly recommend Master Hire.



[image: George Tucker]
George Tucker1701306320

Hired a jackhammer to break up a concrete slab. Staff very helpful. Good advice on size of tool to use and how to use it. Highly recommended.



[image: Greg O'Shea]
Greg O'Shea1701128397

Quality equipment. Friendly and helpful service.



[image: Clayton King]
Clayton King1701128255

Can’t fault my experience at master hire morayfield, I have used them a few times now, always looked after promptly and will continue to use them in the future



[image: Bruce Symmans]
Bruce Symmans1701128198

Good service and helpful friendly staff. Turf cutting equipment was in good condition and practical instructions were provided to operate.



[image: Gary Oneill]
Gary Oneill1701128114

Great service, clean reliable equipment



[image: martin a]
martin a1701053126

Had the gear ready to go. Friendly and informative staff



[image: Bernie Wolski]
Bernie Wolski1700865539

Tyrone was great to deal with very helpful as we needed it longer and nothing was to do trouble to help us highly recommend them



[image: Stuart Henning]
Stuart Henning1700789851





[image: Lucinda Scarman]
Lucinda Scarman1700774030

Very friendly and professional - such a pleasure to deal with.highly recommend.



[image: Benjamin Milsome]
Benjamin Milsome1700730383

Very helpful



[image: Robbie Beard]
Robbie Beard1700697149

Great place very helpful thanks



[image: Jonn Baker]
Jonn Baker1700549602

Great place to hire stuff and the staff, so cheerful and helpful, going well above the call of duty 💯



[image: Steve Jamieson]
Steve Jamieson1700528059

The team were excellent, very efficient and flexible



[image: phill pritchard]
phill pritchard1700456015

Good price great service



[image: Rob Pfeffer]
Rob Pfeffer1700196245

The chainsaw I hired was in good condition and worked well. Just as important, the staff at pickup and return were very friendly and helpful.



[image: James Eveland]
James Eveland1700193435

Great rental, quality gear and always flexible to help.



[image: David Shapcott]
David Shapcott1700182418

Hired twin toilet block for private. Very clean and tidy and easy to use. My guests were very impressed.Thanks Master Hire 👍



[image: Craig Truscott]
Craig Truscott1700125892

Very helpful staff and they have good plans, especially where you rent and pay for one weekend day, pickup Friday and return Monday.



[image: Jude Milazzo]
Jude Milazzo1700105698





[image: John Day]
John Day1700092790

Highly recommend Master Hire Rocklea. I called and was guided on what equipment I needed by a very friendly reception. When I picked it up, more friendly staff showed how to to work the machine and help me load it on to my trailer. Even the return was quick and simple. A very easy and relaxed experience. Awesome work guys!



[image: Chay Neal]
Chay Neal1700092436

Great to deal with. Easy pick up and drop off. Good value



[image: Paul Grealy]
Paul Grealy1700091487

Really good customer service, and the wood chipper I hired was awesome



[image: ilma leahy]
ilma leahy1699832395

Friendly, informative & helpful staff who think outside the box and will discuss your needs and occasionally “tweak” your requirements once they see you and understand your task.  As a smallish woman this is very helpful when hiring powerful tools.  💪🏽🤩👍🏽



[image: Lara Fanning]
Lara Fanning1699828703

I hired a Ute and float from Coffs MasterHire through the call centre.  Tahnee, from the call centre, was amazing to book with. Helpful and friendly.When I went to pick up, the team at Coffs MasterHire were all so friendly, but particular thanks to Troy for making the experience so easy and pleasant. Pick up and return was easy; the vehicle and float were clean, in great condition and towed amazingly well; all staff I spoke with were reliable, honest, and friendly. Can highly recommend.



[image: Kirsty Watkins]
Kirsty Watkins1699742549

Very easy to deal with and all equipment came clean and ready for use. Will definitely use again in the future.



[image: Luke LU]
Luke LU1699574079
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David Beattie1699572755





[image: Silvia Wittwer AU]
Silvia Wittwer AU1699501808

Conveniently, located. Friendly, helpfull staff. Easy, competent booking process. Reliable, electronic document exchange. Jason went above and beyond to fix a little issue, excellent customer service.
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christopher langley1699403650





[image: Barry Clark]
Barry Clark1699397167

Very friendly service from all the staff I dealt with. Absolute pleasure doing business with Master Hire and their prices were extremely competitive.



[image: Jules Johnson]
Jules Johnson1699270609

Was met with Happy Employees who made my hire experience great. Explanation of how to use was easy. Guys attached and deattached trailer. No complaints. Will hire again



[image: Peter King]
Peter King1699268669

Hired a ladder to finish painting my house.



[image: Kasper Hicks]
Kasper Hicks1699178868

Excellent customer service, very helpful. Equipment was in great condition



[image: Ben Murphy]
Ben Murphy1698999021

A great range of machines for hire with helpful and knowledgeable staff. I was given clear instructions for operation and appreciated the efficient and friendly service I received, even on a Friday afternoon. Returning the equipment was fast and as straight forward as could be. Thanks again.



[image: Bronwyn Abdy]
Bronwyn Abdy1698969811

Great service, even located the item and arranged it to be bought down to my local Masters for pick up. Fellas at the yard super helpful and made it too easy.



[image: Andrew Byrne]
Andrew Byrne1698969262

Thanks for the help guys the job was made easy with the information form staff on pick up. I had the job done in no time. Six cuts through 900m reinforce concrete pipes about one and half hours. I had never used a Demo saw before. Great piece of gear. STIHL Demo saw worked great.ThanksMaster Hire South ToowoombaAndrew Byrne



[image: Wahoo Plumbing]
Wahoo Plumbing1698965067

Great service, they make delivery and pick up so easy. Always work in with your schedule and very price competitive.



[image: Baz Job]
Baz Job1698960729

Good blokes n service.



[image: Bradley Smith]
Bradley Smith1698833795

What a group of awesome individuals the length of customer service to ensure safety  upon picking up and transport of our hire was almost a machanic service for my car.Highly reckonmend this companys service and products.If u had a 10 star i would had reviewed it the highest
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Jan Bell1698796010





[image: Kelly Clancy]
Kelly Clancy1698638813

Taking the stress out of Hiring and having an at home Function for nearly 80 people is what this team do and do well!From my first call to the helpful Jane about what I needed for the party down to costings  and delivery optionsFollowed up by Jason who helped me with updated information on collecting and delivery detailsAnd to Luke who assisted with confirmation and final drop off in etcThank you all for getting this over lineHighly recommend this business and great teamWill definitely be using and recommend in the future
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Ashish Solanki1698626003





[image: Ryan Dubyk]
Ryan Dubyk1698364049

Amazing helpful staff made the rental experience so easy. Knowledgeable and so helpful with loading and unloading equipment.



[image: Ray Lyndon]
Ray Lyndon1698363341

Excellent customer service machinery in good condition any problems they sort it out straight away. Will be hiring from them again in the future.



[image: Samantha Lukan]
Samantha Lukan1698363170

Friendly and helpful service.



[image: Andrew Coulston]
Andrew Coulston1698277028

Great service, tools well maintained and serviced, friendly staff.
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K Lucas1698199573





[image: David Parker]
David Parker1698190771

The item I hired worked very well and the staff were informative & helpful. Will be hiring from MH again in the near future.



[image: Adam Deno]
Adam Deno1698112459

Great equipment, excellent service and good prices.



[image: Marius Rippon]
Marius Rippon1698104742

Always helpful, reliable equipment and fair pricing



[image: Shane Rohde]
Shane Rohde1698017969

Great choice of hiring a portable toilet for the weekend party.   Master hire made it easy for this occasion.   Will certainly be back when needed again.  Thank you.



[image: Roger Britton]
Roger Britton1697792244

I needed a hammer drill and an 8 and 12mm bit. Mick provided me with it all and showed me how to use it. I was very impressed.The hose link was attached to a brick wall in an hour. Brilliant. Thanks  MasterHire. Roger Britton



[image: M Mark]
M Mark1697691763

MasterHire Coffs Harbour were extremely easy and professional to deal with. Great service from booking equipment to pick up and drop off. Hired a cherry picker which made job so much easier and quicker.
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Goldie Casey1697615768





[image: john cairncross]
john cairncross1697586027





[image: Craig Downie]
Craig Downie1697515193

Went to Masterhire Toowoomba North and the fellas there were great they helped me out with everything I needed and it was great customer service would recommend to everyone considering hiring anything to give these fellas a go you.RegardsCraig Downie



[image: Bianca Rideout]
Bianca Rideout1697499756

Great service, we are currently building a house and unfortunately the water connection in our street was delayed. 2x 1000L tanks hired from Master Hire so we could supply water to avoid the build being delayed. Thanks Master Hire.



[image: Caboolture Resident]
Caboolture Resident1697326968

Excellent service and assistance- went above and beyond



[image: Noddee 4u]
Noddee 4u1697174633

Very friendly, great service and good value on the weekend hire rate, would use again



[image: James Trousdell]
James Trousdell1697070019

Clean , polite workers



[image: Harry Chapman]
Harry Chapman1697069088

Friendly team with good advice, competitive pricing and quality equipment. I hired a stump grinder with a trailer from them for a weekend job. The trailer came fitted with a winch for easier loading/unloading without me asking for it. Made the whole job so much easier and safer. They have really thought about what they provide with the equipment so you have all the right tools you might need for your job.



[image: Robyn Mullen]
Robyn Mullen1697062575

Having flooded the downstairs of our home, I was rather stressed, however, the initial contact with Master Hire was friendly and helpful, and the "paperwork" was simple.The dehumidifier certainly did the job and was very happy with the hire price (including the pensioner discount).Would definitely recommend to anyone looking for the products they hire out.



[image: Roger Hatherall]
Roger Hatherall1696982643

If you need to hire equipment or machinery, I highly recommend Master Hire - South Toowoomba ...My experience was positive from beginning to end, excellent customer service and follow-up from staff. As I was unsure how long the job would take I hired for 12 hours but returned equipment early and to my surprise  received a partial refund. Great job everyone..!



[image: Shannon Denschel]
Shannon Denschel1696980932

Very helpful, easy going team



[image: Narelle Kelly]
Narelle Kelly1696897317

Prompt and friendly service...very helpful in providing after hours service. The generator was well maintained and the hire price was very reasonable.



[image: Alex Evans]
Alex Evans1696895593

Equipment was in great condition. Easy to get fair price helpful staff. Will certainly use again.



[image: Gavin Lindsay]
Gavin Lindsay1696894485





[image: Gareth Howells]
Gareth Howells1696637768

Good price. Quality equipment. These guys know their stuff!



[image: Guy Faulkner]
Guy Faulkner1696559097

Great company to hire from. Their gear is of great quality. The team are all very friendly.



[image: Mick Lacey]
Mick Lacey1696554972

Great service, they hooked it up and explained everything to me.On my return they unhooked it all, and asked how i went.I told them and they listened, like they really wanted my view.I highly recommend them.



[image: Ben Cumming]
Ben Cumming1696549164

Hired a stump grinder. Great product, clean, full of fuel. Staff were friendly, large range of products for hire on display.



[image: ben walton]
ben walton1696462705

Good service, efficient helpful. Provided good run down of equipment.deck came up beautiful.



[image: Trev P]
Trev P1696293984

Friendly and knowledgeable staff.Giving great advice on the type of equipment to hire for the task I had to do.Great prices and well looked after equipment.



[image: Trevor Harrison]
Trevor Harrison1696290301

Great front counter service when I booked. Smooth pickup and drop off. Will be back in the future.



[image: Diego Smiths]
Diego Smiths1696290059

It was quick and easy to hire and return the tools I needed. Great customer service. Convenient location. Recommend.



[image: Peter Jury]
Peter Jury1696289776

Great service



[image: Mad Doggie]
Mad Doggie1695989612

Great service! Quick to help! Gave them zero notice and they couldn’t be more helpful. They loaded up the dingo and trailer for me while I paid. Teamwork makes the dream work! Recommend!



[image: Jacob Askew]
Jacob Askew1695959513

Mulcher was a good machine. I was showed how to use it and had no problems at all. Service was great



[image: Michael Gulleford]
Michael Gulleford1695954397

Excellent customer service.Every staff member was more than willing to offer assistance to help through the whole process.Very well priced as well compared to the bigger companies.



[image: Gwyn Weise]
Gwyn Weise1695947665





[image: Gina Simpson]
Gina Simpson1695864644

The team at Coffs Harbour are beyond helpful!! I can not recommend them enough to anyone who needs to hire machinery etc Superior service from Michael and Ben!! The dingo we hired made 3 rather large loads of topsoil so much easier!!



[image: Maria Quinlan]
Maria Quinlan1695784502

Wonderful service and support from the Master hire team at Toowoomba South Master hire. Thank you



[image: Mitchell Cooper]
Mitchell Cooper1695774740





[image: amrit bhullar]
amrit bhullar1695717462

Exceptional customer service.



[image: Simon “Simon's Google folders” iCURO]
Simon “Simon's Google folders” iCURO1695347625

Great service from the staff and the weekend hire rate was great - meant I didn’t have to rush



[image: Fiona Ebert]
Fiona Ebert1695343212

The staff were very friendly and made us feel very comfortable and the hire price was very goodIt was definitely worth the 240 kms round trip to hire from Master Hire in MorayfieldWe very highly recommend Master Hire in MorayfieldWe will hire from them again



[image: michael b]
michael b1695336793

Hired moblie scaffolding from Master HireVery friendly and helpful. Scaffold near new. Easy and clean to use.Good price too



[image: Matthew Webber]
Matthew Webber1695322376

Good service and easy experience from start to finish. Will definitely again. Fantastic weekend deal



[image: Greg Barnett]
Greg Barnett1695284723

I got great advice on the right equipment for the job. Delivery, pickup and training from Liam was great.



[image: John Alan Dacey]
John Alan Dacey1695105627

Absolutely amazing service from start to finish. Would definitely recommend 👍



[image: William]
William1695007408

Eddie assisted me swiftly and accurately, knew prices and equipment categories/types off the top of his head and had them instantly at hand. Got more organised and took less time than I expected - Thank you Eddie



[image: Jamie Ashdown]
Jamie Ashdown1694917087

A big thanks to Craig and the rest of the team at Morayfield for organising an excavator for the weekend so we could get the job done! Really easy to deal with! Thank you, we will be back next time for sure 👍👍



[image: Michael Mcgilvray]
Michael Mcgilvray1694859002

The guy's at Master Hire Morayfield were super helpful which made for a seamless problem free experience. I have no problems recommending them.



[image: Wayne Wheatley]
Wayne Wheatley1694751555

Great place to hirer equipment, very friendly and helpful.



[image: T Baade]
T Baade1694741625





[image: Lloyd Bailey]
Lloyd Bailey1694695406

Quick and easy pick up and return, saved me time



[image: David Duns]
David Duns1694651614

Great operation instructions on pickFriendly helpful staffWe’ll maintained equipment



[image: Bruce Adams]
Bruce Adams1694651528

I have hired equipment here many times and it has always been a helpful and easy process 👍👍



[image: Casey Thompson]
Casey Thompson1694486737

Great service.



[image: Chris Broad]
Chris Broad1694480696

Great friendly and expert service



[image: Larry Kin]
Larry Kin1694295286

I’m new to district and have hired a couple of machines from Master Hire. I have been impressed with every facet of their services, from enquiry response, counter staff, equipment condition, price and willingness to help. Top marks - I am now a ‘regular’ customer.



[image: Peter Crowe]
Peter Crowe1694133248

Very efficient and polite and great service



[image: Jack Vosten]
Jack Vosten1694064055





[image: PlatonicFlea68]
PlatonicFlea681694054868

Absolutely amazing service and quality equipment was looked after very well the staff were very helpful and friendly did have an issue with one of the machines but called the support number and had someone come out and swap it over straight away very professional customer supportBig thank you to the master hire team and a special thank you to drew, Dave and Matt one of the technicians for there services will be using them again and recommending them to friends and family



[image: Glen Cooper]
Glen Cooper1694048784

They were awesome, hired an airless spray gun. The machine was great the price was great and the service was great. Totally recommend them.



[image: Steven Filia]
Steven Filia1693960321





[image: steve jones]
steve jones1693884159

Had what I wanted and it worked. That is a bonus. Well done and friendly too



[image: Matt]
Matt1693882136





[image: John Austin]
John Austin1693881142

The staff are quick efficient and friendly. Equipment is well serviced and works as it should.



[image: Mathew Robertson]
Mathew Robertson1693734288

Have hired from here a few times now and these guys are great one of the young fellas ( sorry I've forgotten his name) always remembers my face when I come in and his and Tyrones sevice have been above and beyond every time. The phone calls to book have always been pleasant and the couple of times I've had issues over the weekend with machinery someone has come straight out and sorted it for me with a smile . Cheers guys keep up the good work



[image: Murray Wickham]
Murray Wickham1693613211

Easy pick up and return. Staff were very helpful and received feedback on hire items in a positive manner.



[image: Craig Hallam]
Craig Hallam1693534591

Quick reliable and cost efficient



[image: Julie Nunn]
Julie Nunn1693300788

Having to do a bathroom and toilet room renovation, it meant I was without facilities.  Hiring a port-a-loo and port-a-shower for the duration of the job (6 weeks) made my life so much easier.  Master Hire’s equipment was clean, shower came with gas bottle, heater, good shower head (normal comforts), prompt delivery from them and their communication was great.  Thank you.



[image: Jason Ogden]
Jason Ogden1693275992

Great and very helpful staff.  Was a pleasure to deal with and communication was great.Made the whole experience easy.  Highly recommended and will definitely use them again.



[image: Michael Carr]
Michael Carr1693269077





[image: Blair Boaden]
Blair Boaden1692996364

Needed to dig 22 fence post holes 650 deep for 100x100x1800H hardwood posts so shuffled down to Master Hire at Coffs where Troy gave us the full rundown on the options available. The best fun seemed to be with the dingo + 250 & 300 dia augurs. Never having used one before Troy delivered the yard demo and training session with panache and arranged to get the thing delivered to us 30km away with perfect timing. Wife and I finished the job today - she’s now an expert dingo jockey and I’m the skid-steer champ! Top service and a great result at a fair price. Thanks to all the crew at National Hire Coffs Harbour!



[image: Scott Brinckman]
Scott Brinckman1692928255

Great staff, very helpful & knowledgeable.



[image: Anna Forrester]
Anna Forrester1692927363

The team at master hire Morayfield were helpful, friendly and very organised. I look forward to using their services again



[image: Colleen Donnelly]
Colleen Donnelly1692874687

I hired a HORSE TRAILER from Master Hire Dalby. I would HIGHLY recommend them. I am an older woman and was with my daughter.  I called and booked the float. It was  ready and waiting for me when we arrived.  The paperwork was easy and we were ready to go. The gentleman were fantastic. Assisted in making sure the trailer was correctly fitted to the vehicle and all safety fittings were secure. We were offered the light connecting adaptor and the safety d-shackles to ensure all was ok.On returning the float, again the men came out and disconnected the float from the vehicle for me. I am very thankful for their help.  The trailer was well maintained and in good working order.I will certainly be recommending them to family and friends.Absolutely great service. Thank you again.Colleen D.



[image: Faiz Ferdosian]
Faiz Ferdosian1692664482





[image: Andrew Gallpen]
Andrew Gallpen1692595295

Spoke to one of your staff on the phone regarding multiple equipment hire, they were knowledgeable, helpful and took the time to advise me on options. Well done.



[image: cameron mackie]
cameron mackie1692564345





[image: Lisa Duncan]
Lisa Duncan1692425261

Everything about my experience here was great.I hired a 2200 psi pressure washer.The booking team were helpful.However, the site team were amazing - the guy in the workshop took me through everything on how to use the machine and made me feel good I had hired the right tool for the job.The lady on the front desk was also really helpful and I felt very welcome.I initially was a little intimidated to hire, but I walked away feeling confident.When I returned the equipment I had a very similar experience.I will hire from here again, and soon.Excellent!!



[image: Denise Gahan]
Denise Gahan1692235323





[image: Pat Mcveigh]
Pat Mcveigh1692220074





[image: Larry Boys]
Larry Boys1691985300

Highly recommend this branch, great service, quality equipment and prices are very competitive.. honestly worth a call.. and as usual I only give 4 stars... no such thing as perfect...



[image: Robert Christie]
Robert Christie1691923558

Kilcoy Rodeo Committee thanks Master Hire Morayfield. All equipment supplied as ordered. Prompt and friendly service. We will be back next year.



[image: Nelson Cornelius]
Nelson Cornelius1691743395

All the gear you need, close and convenient location for me with quick, friendly and reliable service.  Makes grabbing what you need and getting on with it easy with no mucking around,  in and out.  Competitive pricing especially with the weekend deal.



[image: Billy Williams]
Billy Williams1691627502

Great service and equipment. The guys go over and above to ensure you have a great experience.



[image: Col Green]
Col Green1691615219

Hired a small trencher unfortunately wasn’t able to handle dry soil took 1/2an hour to dig 4meters 125mm deepPut it back on the trailer and returned the staff at master hire were great to deal with would recommend the company for equipment hire



[image: Garry White]
Garry White1691395364

Great service with a smile



[image: Izzy “Ic123” C]
Izzy “Ic123” C1691050430

Lovely staff, helpful and answered any questions I had! A great crew.



[image: Simon Brooks]
Simon Brooks1690835973

I hired an enclosed furniture trailer for an intestate car parts removal. From my initial query I received outstanding service, with prompt and very courteous follow ups to secure the booking.his was followed by amazing service on picking the trailer up at the Gold Coast where the team fitted the trailer and gave me the instructions, without any prompt at all from me. On drop I received the same wonderful service from the team at Rocklea.The pricing was better than other providers and most of all, the service I got was super friendly and extremely knowledgeable.



[image: Warwick Absolon]
Warwick Absolon1690521792

Great to use the electric 1500psi high water pressure cleaner around the home. Easy to use and to book. Will use again



[image: Susie Goulden]
Susie Goulden1690441857

Our recent hire from the Morayfield store was seamless and a great experience. I can’t thank the staff and especially Craig for his expertise and wonderful customer service.  On returning the items, the staff were immediately there to assist.  Thank you guys.  I would highly recommend Master Hire at Morayfield for all of your hire needs.



[image: David Baker]
David Baker1690102881

Great service . And competitive



[image: Phillip Aston]
Phillip Aston1689733219

The hire was awesome, the 1 tonne digger was resourced from Toowoomba by friendly Dalby staff for our weekend hire, and it was tidy, handed over efficiently and operation explained very clearly.The weekend hire rate was brilliant, the digger was cheap to run and did a great job. Due to clay in our soil, I would probably look at the 1.7-ton next time, and we will be staying with Dalby Masterhire for our hire needs.It really was a great experience, and I will be recommending Masterhire, and especially Dalby branch, to all my friends.



[image: Paul Blundell]
Paul Blundell1689637672

From the hiring process to delivery to questions about the machine on a weekend they were brilliant the whole way through.



[image: Ken Jones]
Ken Jones1689553560

Sound advice from staff and equipment hired was fit for purpose.



[image: Mark Evans]
Mark Evans1689320227

Staff were friendly and helpful and supplied exactly the tool I needed in excellent working order



[image: Paul Baldwin]
Paul Baldwin1689233712

Services was outstanding, quick and prompt sales personnel. I will be back to utilise Master Hire.



[image: Tim Rodgers]
Tim Rodgers1689210705





[image: Ben David]
Ben David1689144652

The best place on the sunshine coast for all your equipment needs. In my experience they will do whatever they can to help out. The entire team are friendly, professional and the service is terrific. My most recent hire was a furniture trailer, and was exactly what I needed, particularly in the wet weather last week (if you are ever moving home, make sure to get one from Master Hire). Big thanks as always to Bart, Dan, Jarrod, Jake, Sam & Lindsay.



[image: Greg Color]
Greg Color1689122759

Great service. Machinery in great condition.   Recommend highly



[image: Lloyd Canney]
Lloyd Canney1689035496





[image: Noel McCrossan]
Noel McCrossan1688693571

Exceptional service from the Dalby team. I will be utilizing your services again, and I'll be recommending your company to my friends and family.  Cheers and thanks



[image: Benjamin Abbott]
Benjamin Abbott1688596086

Excellent Staff, service, knowledge and equipment. Could not recommend the crew at Coffs highly enough. Thank you



[image: Brad Beckingham]
Brad Beckingham1688521312

Great teamGreat machinesEasy to deal withVery friendly and helpfulHighly recommend 👌



[image: Ken Linton]
Ken Linton1688480519

Very helpful staff who know what they have and will show you how to use it



[image: Les Parker]
Les Parker1688444143

Well organised … very easy to deal with



[image: Ben & Sharie Callum]
Ben & Sharie Callum1688436710





[image: John Wilson]
John Wilson1688420326

We needed a 19 foot scissor lift to install security cameras in Kunda Park.Jarrod and his team delivered on time and unloaded onto a raised dock.The scissor lift was easy to operate and enabled us to complete the difficult install of the cameras.The machine was reloaded onto a tilt tray at the completion of the job.The pricing for the weekend was far better than their competition.We will use Master Hire again and would recommend them to anyone requiring hire equipment.



[image: Shaun Norden (Nords)]
Shaun Norden (Nords)1687999503

The boys were super helpful with the duct lift I hired for the weekend. For a reasonable fee they even dropped it off and picked it up. Thanks again.



[image: Ludmila Gardner]
Ludmila Gardner1687994946

Best prices and excellent customer service. The staff are friendly and helpful.The equipment is great quality.



[image: Lewis Campbell]
Lewis Campbell1687408050

A genuinely easy experience and professional service. This was my first time hiring commercial equipment and definitely won’t be my last. Next time I’m in need of equipment Master Hire will likely be my first choice.



[image: Linda Capewell]
Linda Capewell1687161863

Steve, Drew & Mark!! Thank you for being so incredibly kind to me! I recently hired a concrete grinder and Masterhire Toowoomba North went above and beyond to help me. Even extending the hire for free when the disc was too smooth for the concrete. Nothing was too much trouble and they were so interested in my job being done right. Couldn’t ask for better fellas to deal with!  I mentioned it to a few of my friends who have all had similar experiences with them. Thank you so much!



[image: Michael Brown]
Michael Brown1686821126

All your hire needs in one place and good rates



[image: John Phillips]
John Phillips1686815403

Freindly service



[image: Steven Goh]
Steven Goh1686792718

Great customer service desire a few hiccups here and there



[image: Philip Bolton]
Philip Bolton1686282262





[image: Justyn B]
Justyn B1686270870

Awesome service from pickup to drop off. Explained all operational features and made sure all was understood. Great team!



[image: Thomas DAVISON]
Thomas DAVISON1685779031

Great service, easy to deal with.



[image: Jon Colley]
Jon Colley1684458724

Easy to deal with and quality items



[image: Matt Warren]
Matt Warren1684288878

Staff very friendly.



[image: Stephen Parker]
Stephen Parker1684283664

Great service, great price will 100% recommend and will be using again soon.



[image: Kerry Griffith]
Kerry Griffith1684272262

First time I have used these guys and will be going back the service was amazing and the guys who work there are first class fantastic 5star service



[image: Peter Margetts]
Peter Margetts1684226265





[image: Herbie G]
Herbie G1683737675

Great people to deal with know there products priced well.



[image: Gregory Mansbridge]
Gregory Mansbridge1683678688

Great equipment and great customer service, highly recommended



[image: Michael Newton]
Michael Newton1683081004

Great range of tools and customer service. Drive - thru the big shed is very convenient!



[image: basil slynko]
basil slynko1682675200





[image: Pug Life]
Pug Life1682231594

Very helpful



[image: Clara Brown]
Clara Brown1682148298

Always a good experience. Very professional and honest.



[image: Emma Neuendorf]
Emma Neuendorf1682064861

Awesome crew, stayed back so that we could pick up after closing time.



[image: julius chen]
julius chen1681966046

Jack was very friendly and professional



[image: Michael Telford]
Michael Telford1681955325

Tyrone is a legend ! Went above and beyond and gave truly old fashioned genuine service 👌 12/10 👌👌👌



[image: Ravensbourne Escape]
Ravensbourne Escape1681950868

Guys were friendly and helpful. Easy to deal with and responsiveWell done!



[image: Travis Deans]
Travis Deans1681452358

Went to Masterhire South Toowoomba and a young bloke Ash looked after my order. His service was exceptional, highly recommend these guys and credit to Masterhire employing people like Ash. Well done!!



[image: Carol Cavanagh]
Carol Cavanagh1681430733

MasterHire is the perfect place to hire equipment from. The pickup and drop off were super easy and efficient too. Many thanks. 5* for sure.



[image: glen slapp]
glen slapp1679967892

Efficient and friendly service. I hired an airless spray paint unit for a weekend. The motor experienced an electrical problem after closing time on the Saturday. I was able to call and speak with Drew after hours and subsequently able to swap it over for another unit first thing Sunday morning to allow me to complete my job. Very impressed, will be using these guys again.



[image: eltezteale armitage]
eltezteale armitage1679648295

The Team at Molendinar are very professional, prompt with service in the pick-up area and easy to deal with. From the very first phone call l guarantee you that these guys are awesome in every aspect of business dealings. I definitely recommend Mastre Hire over any of their competitors hands down. Looking forward to my next adventure with you guys.....👍



[image: Howdy Mate]
Howdy Mate1679615473

Ash was very helpful and knowledgeable



[image: Kevin Bernicke]
Kevin Bernicke1679478900

Great job fellows. You will be my first chose if I require any hire equipment in the future.



[image: Owen-Roe Hayes]
Owen-Roe Hayes1678857384





[image: Di Irving]
Di Irving1678840351





[image: Ross Clark]
Ross Clark1678774150

Always a pleasure to hire from Master Hire. Great equipment and support.



[image: Khai Townsend]
Khai Townsend1677890922





[image: Roger Dettori]
Roger Dettori1677634339

Good gear, good rates!



[image: Lindy Brennan]
Lindy Brennan1676849881

Great value and great service. If you need to hire a mower or other equipment, I highly recommend Master Hire.



[image: Max Caesar]
Max Caesar1675215428





[image: Ajay Kingi]
Ajay Kingi1674783862





[image: Ambrocio Costales]
Ambrocio Costales1674607739





[image: Michael Wilson]
Michael Wilson1674012456

Outstanding team very helpful will absolutely be using them again!



[image: Craig B]
Craig B1673917772

Great company, great equipment, made it very easy to hire.



[image: Clint Kilburn]
Clint Kilburn1673404724





[image: Jay de Leeuw]
Jay de Leeuw1673397168

They were very helpful and easy to deal with. Price was very reasonable and the service was excellent.



[image: Pip Itow]
Pip Itow1673230724

Easy to deal with driveway service if you need it



[image: Paul]
Paul1672981284

Reasonable prices. Great service. Would use them again anytime.



[image: Laura Hazard]
Laura Hazard1672385404

The team at masterhire were very friendly and helpful.On getting the equipment home it wasn't working so they sent the mechanic straight out to fix it. Unfortunately it couldn't be fixed but there was no problems on returning it and rehiring another machine. The team were super apologetic about time wasted and helpful to rehire when we needed. Prices very competitive. Highly recommend the team at Masterhire Rocklea.



[image: Tim Cooper]
Tim Cooper1672166893

Great bunch of guys, competitive prices.



[image: Joshua Roberts]
Joshua Roberts1671907426

Adding my voice to the chorus of folk singing the praises of this place. I have used them both privately and through work and it's always been an positive experience. Customer service is a level above. I live rurally and yet a rep (Mick) still drove out on a Sunday to help me get the bottom of a problem I was having. The pricing is always reasonable, the equipment works and team are always happy to help with instructions/user problems. For my own hire needs, I don't even look anywhere else now.



[image: Corey Lankowski]
Corey Lankowski1671843664

Freindly staff go out of there way to help



[image: Andrew Stone]
Andrew Stone1671530037





[image: Craig Kurkowski]
Craig Kurkowski1671064405

Really helpful team, I was in and out in 5 minutes which helped keep my project moving forward. Thanks



[image: Kieran Courtney]
Kieran Courtney1669855858

Great service from the team and a huge range of equipment.



[image: Angelo De Vecchi]
Angelo De Vecchi1669174738

Great service, great equipment, cheaper than other places.



[image: Matthew Booth]
Matthew Booth1669169091





[image: G H]
G H1669167224

Fantastic service, grest equipment and awesome 2 day for 1 weekend hire. Will definitely recommend and get my hired equipment from Master Hire in the future.



[image: Bob Shead]
Bob Shead1668993506

Troy from Master Hire was very good to deal with when our club had difficulty sourcing portable toilets elsewhere for the 2022 Pan Pacific Games dragon boat competition.



[image: AFJ Auto Parts]
AFJ Auto Parts1668389705

Very impressed with the quality of customer service your service is amazing thank you guys



[image: Stan Vanderpal]
Stan Vanderpal1667589475

Super helpful staff, good quality equipment



[image: Greg Stewart]
Greg Stewart1667170487





[image: Power2Play]
Power2Play1666828967

Friendly and knowledgeable staff. Completing home renovations with the right tools from Master hire 👌🏻☝️



[image: Andy Khomenko]
Andy Khomenko1666569874

Professional, efficient,pleasure to deal with.highly recommended,cheers



[image: Sharyn Banks]
Sharyn Banks1665709720

Great customer service



[image: Jai Ozog]
Jai Ozog1665619544

Awesome to deal with great customer service



[image: Adam White]
Adam White1664498383

Best rates I could find on the Sunshine Coast and excellent customer service as well. It was very quick and easy as a first time customer to hire a jack hammer on a trolley for a weekend reno job.



[image: Nic Mac]
Nic Mac1664156847

Very accommodating with friendly service. Highly recommend.



[image: No One]
No One1663726731





[image: Winston & Jane Lobegeier]
Winston & Jane Lobegeier1663725866

Brilliant experience. Both while booking and picking up the equipment.



[image: Neo Ji]
Neo Ji1662680667

Price is good. Very nice staff assistance, help loading and unloading. Paperwork is much easier that saving time. Tools in a good condition, working efficiently. 👍👍👍
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Ringmer Gan1662601231





[image: Sharon]
Sharon1662002866

Great service. Great prices. We will be back



[image: David Ellingsen]
David Ellingsen1661994025

Great friendly service would totally recommended these guys



[image: David Dare]
David Dare1661992316

Great service



[image: Rob Fuss]
Rob Fuss1661906047

MasterHire would be one of the best hire companies out there. From the initial phone call to the return of the gear, they were there with us the whole way.Even following up a couple of days later to check if all went well.Can definitely say that all my future hires will be with them.



[image: Helen]
Helen1661819027

Always great service from these guys and will go the extra mile to try to make sure we get what we need! Very reasonable pricing too which keeps us coming back.
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The pick up and drop off was a Breeze with very helpful and friendly service
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I can't recommend  Master hire enough. No fuss, friendly  service. Jason
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Excellent customer service - the staff were very friendly and helpful. The item I hired was in great condition.
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Great service.
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The Staff are really helpful and will guide you thru the process and will show you how to work out on the equipments.
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Easy to deal with and helpful to the end, picked up at no charge, would use again
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Very easy to deal with, competent, helpful, fair price, easy drop off, highly recommend this business for all hire needs
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Fantastic equipment and service.
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Master Hire is an award winning QLD family owned and operated business.The team is made up of locals who live in and support the Gold Coast community.Supporting all types of construction projects from some of Queenslands largest in CIVIL, RAIL, BUILDING, WATER, GAS to VEGETATION, MAINTENANCE, SHUTDOWN, EMERGENCY (after hours) HOME RENOVATION - & everything in between, Master Hire provides plant and equipment to every kind of project/works & provide a 24/7 service through our after hours team.If your looking for reliability, safety and value for money in equipment hire, GIVE MASTER HIRE A CALL.Master Hire thrive on delivering great customer experiences & truly are BUILT ON SERVICE!
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The staff at Master Hire -North Toowoomba are friendly and helpful. Steven went the extra mile and helped me with putting the mower in my car and taking it out.
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Very helpful great customer service will take the time to show you how it works and only a phone call away if you need assistance on the job . I won't go anywhere else will always be master hire for my next project thanks to all at Master hire
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Awesome service, Excellent Equipment everytime. Thanks Boys 🙂
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Awesome service and backup from an amazing team,thankyou
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Great customer service,Fast, friendly and knowledgeable of their products
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Reasonably priced equipment rental.Open to trade and general public.Variety of tools and equipment.Open Monday to Friday.
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Great service to hire the machine that was needed for job over weekend hire and reasonable priceThanks
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Michael from Dalby MasterHire is an absolute Legend. I've been in a bind twice in the last month, and he has gone above and beyond to help me. Always friendly and happy to have a chat. I won't go anywhere else now. Thanks Michael!
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Friendly and helpful staff ...Highly recommend
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Very happy with the Dalby team
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Friendly knowlegeable staff.
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If they haven't got it they will get it
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I hired a Toro chain trencher and 4in1 bucket everything operated flawlessly. Always fast riendly service at the counter. I highly recommend Master Hire Dalby.
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Great service, and very helpful.
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Great Service
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Nothing was to difficult in securing what I needed for my home DIY project. Friendly and helpful staff.
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Great service and price
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great service and very helpful team
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Great service with a smile, guaranteed satisfaction from a wide range of machinery.
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Amazing service prompt and took the time with us and showed us how it all worked nice and easy to use a great company
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Very good service
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Always got the stuff what I need.
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Servicing



	Coffs Harbour
	Darling Downs & Lockyer
	Surat Basin
	Sunshine Coast
	Brisbane
	Gold Coast



					



Brochures



	Full Product List
	Access Equipment
	Earthmoving Equipment
	Generators & Power
	Traffic Management



					



Downloads



	30 Day Credit Application
	Capability Statement
	Privacy Policy
	Quality Policy
	Environmental Policy
	WH&S Policy



					



Follow Us



	Facebook
	Twitter
	LinkedIn
	YouTube




	Phone: 1300 107 107
	ABN: 45 063 866 928
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